Statistic data is an important sub-category of open data; it is interesting for many applications, including but not limited to data journalism, as such data is typically of high quality, and reflects (under an aggregated form) important aspects of a society's life such as births, immigration, economy etc. However, such open data is often not published as Linked Open Data (LOD) limiting its usability.
INTRODUCTION
The tremendous value of Big Data has been noticed of late also by the media, and the term "data journalism" has been coined to refer to journalistic work inspired by data sources [7] . While data of some form is a natural ingredient of all reporting, the increasing volumes of available digital data as well as its increasing complexity lead to a qualitative jump, where technical skills for working with data are stringently needed in journalism teams.
A class of data sources of particularly high value is that comprised into government statistics. Such data has been painstakingly collected by state administrations which sometimes have very significant human and technology means at their disposal. This makes the data oftentimes of high quality. Another important quality of such ACM acknowledges that this contribution was authored or co-authored by an employee, contractor or affiliate of a national government. As such, the Government retains a nonexclusive, royalty-free right to publish or reproduce this article, or to allow others to do so, for Government purposes only. SBD'17, Chicago, IL, USA © 2017 ACM. 978-1-4503-4987-1/17/05. . . $15.00 DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/3066911.3066914 data is that it logically falls into the open data category, since it is paid for with taxpayer money.
Such high-quality statistic data is a very good background information to be used when trying to assess the truthfulness of a claim. A fact-checking scenario typically has several steps: first, a claim is made. Second, journalists or other fact-checkers look up reference sources providing relevant statistics for the assessment of the claim; Third, some post-processing may be applied to compute from the reference source values, the value corresponding to the claim. This post-processing may involve elaborate steps.
In this work, we focus on the extraction of reference sources. Ideally, these are available to fact-checkers in a format and organized according to a model that they understand well. For instance, in [12] , unemployment data is assumed available in a temporal database relation. In reality, however, most fact-checking actors only have access to the data through publication by the institute. This raises the question of the format and organization of the data. While the W3C's best practices argue for the usage of RDF in publishing open data [11] , in practice open data may be published Excel, HTML or PDF; in the latter formats, statistic data is typically shown as tables or charts. In the particular case of the INSEE (http://www.insee.fr), the national French social and economic statistics institute, while searching for some hot topics in the current French political debate (youth unemployment, immigrant population etc.) we found many very useful datasets in Excel and/or HTML, sometimes accompanied by a PDF report explaining and commenting the data, but we did not find the data in a structured, machine-readable format.
Motivated by this limitation, we propose an approach for extracting Linked Open Data from INSEE Excel tables. The two main contributions of our work are: (i) a conceptual data model (and concrete RDF implementation) for statistic data such as published by INSEE and other similar institutions, and (ii) an extraction algorithm which populates this model based on about 11,000 pages including 20,743 Excel files published by INSEE.
Below, we describe the data sources we work with and the model for the extracted data (Section 2) and our extraction method (Section 3), and present an evaluation of our extraction process (Section 4), before discussing related work and concluding. The RDF vocabulary we use in the extracted data is outlined in [2] . In a majority of cases (about two thirds in our estimation), each data sheet D comprises one statistics table, which is typically a two-dimensional aggregate table. Data is aggregated since statistics institutes such as INSEE are concerned with building such global measures of society or economy phenomena, and the aggregate tends to be bidimensional since they are meant to be laid out in a format easy for humans to read. For instance, Figure 1 illustrates a data sheet for the birth statistic dataset mentioned above. In this example, the two dimensions are the mother's age interval, e.g., "16-20", "21-25", "26-30" etc. and her geographic area, specified as a department, e.g., "Essonne", "Val-de-Marne" etc. For a given age interval and region, the table includes the number of women which were first-time mothers in France in 2015, in that age interval and department. In Figure 1 , we have included a top row and column on a gray background, in order to refer to the row and column numbers of the cells in the sheet. We will use the shorthand D r,c to denote the cell at row r and column c in D. We see that the table contains data cells, such as D 6,3 , D 6,4 , which hold data values, etc. and header cells, e.g., "Region", "Age below 30" etc., which (i) characterize (provide context for) the data values, and (ii) may occupy several cells in the spreadsheet, as is the case of the latter.
REFERENCE STATISTIC
The basic kind of two-dimensional agregate in a data sheet is (close to) the result of a group-by query, as illustrated in Figure 1 . However, we also found cases where the data sheet contains a data cube [8] , that is: the result of a group-by, enhanced with partial sums along some of the group-by dimensions. For instance, in the above example, the table may contain a row for every region labeled "Region total" which sums up the numbers for all departments of the region, for each age interval (e.g., https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/fichier/ 2383936/ARA_CD_2016_action_sociale_1-Population_selon_l_age.xls).
Dimension hierarchies are often present in the data. For instance, the dimension values "16-20", "21-25", "26-30" are shown in Figure 1 as subdivisions of "Age below 30", while the next four intervals may be presented as part of "Age above 31". The age dimension hierarchy is shown in magenta in Figure 1 , while the geographical dimension hierarchy is shown in blue. In those cases, the lowergranularity dimension values appear in the table close close to the finer-granularity dimension values which they aggregate, as exemplified in Figure 1 . Cell fusion is used in this case to give a visual cue of the finer-granularity dimension values corresponding to the lower-granularity dimension value which aggregates them.
A few more rules govern data organization in the spreadsheet: (1) D 1,1 (and in some cases, more cells on row 1, or the first few rows of D) contain the outline D.o, as illustrated in Figure 1 ; here, the outline is a long text, thus a spreadsheet editor would show it over several cells. One or several fully empty rows separate the outline from the topmost cells of the data table; in our example, this is the case of row 2. Observe that due to the way data is spatially laid out in the sheet, these topmost cells are related to the lowest granularity (top of the hierarchy) of one dimension of the aggregate. For instance, in Figure 1 , this concerns the cell at line 3 and columns 3 to 9, containing Mother's age at the time of the birth. (2) Sometimes, the content of a header cell (that is, a value of an aggregation dimension) is not human-understandable, but it is the name of a variable or measure, consistently used in all INSEE publications to refer to a given concept. Exactly in these cases, the file containing D has a sheet immediately after D, where the variable (or measure) name is mapped to the natural-language description explaining its meaning. Finally, note that our current data model does not account for data cubes, that is: we do not model the cases when some data cells are aggregations over the values of other data cells. Thus, our current extraction algorithm (described below) would extract data from such cubes as if they were result of a plain aggregation query. This clearly introduces some loss of information; we are working to improve it in a future version.
EXTRACTION
We developed a tool for extracting data from spreadsheet files so as to populate an instance of our conceptual data model; it uses the Python library xlrd (https://pypi.python.org/pypi/xlrd) for accessing spreadsheet content. Below, we present the extraction procedure. Unlike related work (see Section 5), it is not based on a sequence classification with a supervised learning approach, but on a more global rule-based system aiming at framing the data cell range and extracting the headers around these data cell.
For each sheet, the first task is to identify the data cells. In our corpus, these cells contain numeric information, that is: integers or real numbers, but also interval specifications such as "20+" (standing for "at least 20"), special null tokens such as "n.s." for "not specified".
Our approach is to identify the rectangular area containing the main table (of data cells), then build data cells out of the (row, column) locations found in this area. Note that the area may also contain empty locations, corresponding to the real-life situation when an information is not available or for some reason not reported, as is the case for D 9,9 in Figure 1 .
Data cell identification proceeds in several steps. DCI1 Identify the leftmost data location (ldl) on each row: this is the first location encountered from left to right which (i) follows at least one location containing text (such locations will be interpreted as being part of header cells), and (ii) has a non-empty content that is compatible with a data cell (as specified above). We store the column numbers of all such leftmost data locations in an array called ldl; for instance, ldl[1] = −1 (no data cell detected on row 1) and the same holds for rows 2 to 5, while ldl[i] = 3 for i = 6, 7 etc. DCI2 For each row i where ldl[i] −1, we compute a row signature si [i] which is counts the non-empty locations of various types found on the row. For instance, si [6] = {strin : 2, num : 7} because the row has 2 string-valued cells ("Île-de-France" and "Essonne") and 7 numerical cells. For each signature thus obtained, we count the number of rows (with data cells) having exactly that signature; the largest row set is termed the data table seed. Note that the rows in the data table seed are not necessarily contiguous. This reflects the observation that slightly different-structured rows are sometimes found within the data table; for instance, D 9,9 is empty, therefore row 9 is not part of the seed, which in this example, consists of the rows {6,7,8,10,11} and possibly other rows (not shown) below. DCI3 We "grow" the data table seed it by adding every row at distance 1 or at most 2 above and below the data table seed, and which contains at least a data cell. We do this repeatedly until no such rows can be found. In our example, this process adds row 9, despite the fact that it does not have the same signature as the others. We repeat this step in an inflationary fashion until no row adjacent to the current data table qualifies. The goal of this stage is to make sure we do not miss interesting data cells by being overly strict w.r.t. the structure of the rows containing data cells.
At this point, all the data cells are known, and their values and coordinates can be extracted.
Identification and extraction of header cells We first look for those organized in rows, e.g., rows 3, 4 and 5 in our example. HCE1 We attempt to exploit the visual layout of the file, by looking for a horizontal border which separates the first header row of the (usually empty) row above it. HCE1.1 When such a border exists (which represents a majority but not all the cases), it is a good indicator that header cells are to be found in the rows between the border and going down until (and before) the first data row. (Note that the data rows are already known by now.) In our example, this corresponds to the rectangular area whose corners are D 3,1 and D 4,9 . HCE1.2 When the border does not exist, we inspect the rows starting immediately above the first data row and moving up, as follows. In each row i, we examine the locations starting at the column ldl[i] (if this is greater than 0). If the row doesn't contain empty locations, we consider that it is part of the header area. Intuitively, this is because no data cell can lack a value along one of the dimensions, and header cells carry exactly dimension values. An empty header cell would correspond precisely to such a missing dimension value. HCE2 Once the header area is known, we look for conceptual header cells. The task is complicated by the fact that such a cell may be spread over several locations: typically, a short text is spread from the top to the bottom over locations situated one on top of the other. This can also happen between locations in the same row (not in the same column), which are fused: this is the case of D 3,3 to D 3,9 in our example. The locations holding a single dimension value are sometimes (but not always) fused in the spreadsheet; sometimes, empty locations are enclosed within the same border as some locations holding text, to obtain a visually pleasing aspect where the dimension value "stands out well". We detect such groups by tracking visible cell borders, and create one conceptual header cell out of each area border-enclosed area. HCE3 Next, we identify and extract header cells organized in columns, e.g., columns 1 and 2 in our example. This is done by traversing all the data rows in the data area, and collecting from each row i, the cells that are at the left of the leftmost data cell ldl [i] .
Finally, we populate the instance of the data model with the remaining relationships we need. We connect: each data and header cell to its respective locations; each data cell with its closest header cell on the same column, and with its closest header cell on the same row; each row (respectively, column) header cell to its closest header cell above (respectively, at left) through the relation aggregated by.
EVALUATION
From 20,743 Excel files collected, we selected at random 100 unseen files to evaluate the reliability of the extraction process; these files contained a total of 2432 tables. To avoid very similar files in our evaluation, e.g., tables showing the same metric for distinct years, we required the first three letters in the name of each newly selected file, to be different from the first three letters in the names of all the files previously selected to be included in the test batch.
For these 100 files, we visually identified the header cells, data cells and header hierarchy, which we compared with those obtained from our extractor. We consider a table is "correctly extracted" when all these are pairwise equal; otherwise, the table is "incorrectly extracted". We recorded 91% (or 2214) tables extracted correctly, and 9% (or 218) incorrectly extracted. Most of the incorrect extractions were due to sheets with several tables (not just one). We plan to extend our system to also handle them correctly.
Overall, the extraction produced 2.68 · 10 6 row header cells, 122 · 10 6 column header cells, and 2.24 · 10 9 data cells; the extraction algorithm ran for 5 hours.
RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSION
Closest to our work, [3] automatically extracts relational data from spreadsheets. Their system used conditional random field (CRF) [9] to identify data frames: such a frame is a value region which contains numeric cells, top attributes and left attributes corresponding to header cells and their hierarchies. From a collection of 410,554 Excel files collected from the Web, they selected randomly 100 files, labeled 27,531 non-empty rows (as title, header, data or footnote) manually by human experts, then used this dataset for training and evaluation. They obtained significant better precision and recall metrics when taking into account both textual and layout features for CRF. SVM was applied on header cells to learn about their hierachies. The model achieved a precision of 0.921 for top headers, and 0.852 for left headers. However, these numbers should not be compared with our results, because the datasets are different (tables encountered on the Web vs. government statistics), as well as the evaluation metrics (cell-by-cell assessment in [3] vs. binary assessment over the entire sheet extraction in our case). Overall, their method is more involved, whereas our method has the advantage of not requiring manual labeling. We may also experiment with learning-based approaches in the future. [1] describes an extractor to automatically identify in spreadsheets entities like location and time.
Data extraction from tables encoded as HTML lists has been addressed e.g., in [5] . Structured fact extraction from text Web pages has lead to the construction of knowledge bases such as Yago [10] and Google's Knowledge Graph [4] . Our work has a related but different focus as we focus on high-value, high-confidence, finegranularity, somehow-structured data such as government-issue statistics; this calls for different technical methods.
In prior work [6] , we devised a tool for exploiting background information (in particular, we used DBPedia RDF data) to add context to a claim to be fact-checked; in this work, we tackle the complementary problem of producing high-value, high-confidence Linked Open Data out of databases of statistics.
Our work is part of the ContentCheck R&D project, which aims at investigating content management techniques (from databases, knowledge management, natural language processing, information extraction and data mining) to provide tools toward automating and supporting fact-checker journalists' efforts. The goal is to use the RDF data thus extracted as reference information, when trying to determine the degree of thruthfulness of a claim.
Our code will be available in open-source by the time of the workshop; we discuss some perspectives in [2] .
